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The All-Souls Mallard

Thomas Warton, *The Oxford sausage: or, select poetical pieces, written by the most celebrated wits of the University of Oxford* (London, 1764) [R 32/4]
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Samuel Bagster, *The management of bees : with a description of the "Ladies' safety hive."
Second edition. (London, 1838) [WEG/T 35/BAG]
Fancy pansies

James Simkins, *The pansy and how to grow and show it* (Birmingham, 1889) [WEG/T 35/SIM]
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Frontispiece

The secret history of the most renowned Q. Elizabeth and the E. of Essex, by a person of quality (Cologne [London], 1695) [M 27 EL/1]
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Mr. Pickwick slides

Charles Dickens, *The posthumous papers of The Pickwick Club* (London, [c1895]) [R 36 D/2]
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